ST. JOSEPH’S SCHOOL, NAINI
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2020-2021
CLASS VI
ENGLISH
1. Complete the notebook work of lesson “The Unforgiving Monkey”
(exercises will be sent through ecare and snaphomework)
2. Read about William Wordsworth and his poems. Write a paragraph
about him and mention names of his five poems in your notebook.
3. Read the poem “Lucy Gray” and write the first four paragraph of the
poem in your notebook.
4. Read the Lesson Noun-Number and try to solve the book exercises of the
lesson and do Test Paper –I.
5. Make a chart naming 20 masculine and feminine genders other than
given in the book.
MATHS
 Do the following problems and project in a small thin Note-Book
Q1: Using the digits 1,2,3,4 for numbers which when rounded off to nearest
hundreds give 5300.
Q2: Write the greatest 4- digit number using different digits with tens digit
smallest natural number and unit digit is five times the tens digit.
Q3: Find 8 times the difference of place values of 5’s in 450253
Q4: What must be added to the largest 4-digit number to get smallest
number of five different digits formed by 1, 2,0,3,4?
Q5: Express sum of Roman Numerals XL and CXX in Roman Numeral.
Q6: Soni made 25 Vandanvaar using cloth of length 150 cm each whereas
Jyanti made same using paper. What was total length of paper or cloth used?
What would you like to suggest to Jyanti and give reason?
Q7: What are perpendicular lines? What is the difference between a line and
line segment?
Q8: Draw a rough sketch of a Quadrilateral PQRS. Draw its diagonals.
Name them. Is the meeting point of the diagonals in the interior or exterior of
the quadrilateral?
Q9 (i) What is the name of the Polygon with least number of sides?
(ii) How many rays are required to form an angle?
Q10: PROJECT: - Make a chart in the copy showing numeral based Indian
and international place value.
NOTE- Do not get the Holiday Homework done by an expert. It must
be the effort of the child. Parents must act as a guide and facilitator but not
substitutes to do the work
SCIENCE.
PART : A
1. Imagine yourself to be a young scientist and make a small model of any
invention you would like to do

1-Make a folder to document the following things about your invention.
2-Material/steps required for your invention
3-How your invention is useful to mankind?
4- Motivation/inspiration behind your invention.
PART : B
Activity: Eat healthy, stay fit: beat COVID-19
Most of the health advice can boil down to simple behaviour like eating a
balanced diet, exercising etc.
Keeping in mind the above line.
Prepare a report ( in a scrap book ) on the basis of various types of food eaten
in different regions of our country.
Categorize them according to the nutrients present in them. Prepare a
balanced diet menu with the help
of your elders, magazines, internet etc. and also share the menu with your
friends and relatives.
Note : both the project A&B should be in the same folder.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Make a working model of magnetic compass and try to give it a real
look.
2. Draw a plan of your School or House.
3. Make a pictorial representation of Vedic Period with the help of your
text book.
4. Draw a beautiful picture of your family and colour it.
COMPUTER
In a new homework copy write at least one page notes for each of the
following topics:
● C or C++
● JAVA
● PYTHON
You can write about their developers, year of development, their
features,advantages, disadvantages and their applications.
NOTE:
● You can take help of your textbook as well as internet to complete your
homework.
● Your homework copy will be asked for submission after the school
reopens. So be ready with your work in a neat and clean handwriting.
● Also complete your computer notebook with the help of notes given to
you via E-Care Pro app.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
● Do the current affairs in a small thin Note-Book

Q1: Learn all the exercises from Chapter 1 to 6 of your book.
Q2: Fill all the exercises from Chapter 7 to 10.
Q3: Write 10 main Current Affairs of Month APRIL.
Q4: Write 10 main Current Affairs of Month MAY.
NOTE- Do not get the Holiday Homework done by an expert. It must
be the effort of the child. Parents must act as a guide and facilitator but not
substitutes to do the work

MORAL SCIENCE
General instructions
* Revise all the work done till date in moral science.
QUESTION 1:
What according to you is being polite?
Describe an incident where you think you showed politeness in your behavior.
QUESTION 2:
Make a list of your polite and impolite actions in a day for at least 15 days
and make sure that the impolite actions in your list are minimized as soon as
possible.
QUESTION 3:
Draw and colour a picture showing an incident of politeness.
QUESTION 4:
Write 10 qualities of a good leader.
QUESTION 5:
Write a paragraph about the kind of leader you would like to become.
QUESTION 6:
Make a list consisting of five good qualities that a person should possess and
five bad qualities a person should not possess.
QUESTION 7:
Who has inspired you in your life and why?
Write a paragraph about it.
QUESTION 8:
Draw and colour on a chart paper, two ways portraying that you are a
respectful individual.
NOTE:
Complete the given questions ( except question 8) on A4 size sheets
and keep it in a folder.
Remember to write your name and class.
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ART & CRAFT
Make a cardboard mask (pg no-70) and Indian style Kalamkari painting (pg
no-64/65)in your art book
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